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ABSTRACT
Multi-agent deep reinforcement learning demands for highly coor-
dinated environment exploration among all the participating agents.
Previous research attempted to address this challenge through learn-
ing centralized value functions. However, the common strategy for
every agent to learn their local policies directly may fail to nurture
inter-agent collaboration and can be sample inefficient whenever
agents alter their communication channels. To address these is-
sues, we propose a new framework known as centralized training
and exploration with decentralized execution via policy distillation.
Guided by this framework, we will first train agents’ policies with
shared global component to foster coordinated and effective learn-
ing. Locally executable policies will be derived subsequently from
the trained global policies via policy distillation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many practical applications of deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
algorithms naturally involve more than one interdependent learn-
ers [1, 3]. In fact, partitioning the problem domain according to the
role played by each agent can result in a similar effect as imposing
hierarchical abstractions in both time and space, contributing posi-
tively to improved learning efficiency and effectiveness. MADRL
also stands for a major paradigm for training agents to interact
with each other productively [9].

Researchers have attempted to tackle MADRL problems by using
single-agent DRL algorithms with success [10]. Despite of promis-
ing results, environment non-stationarity hinders stable DRL be-
cause individual agents can no longer perceive their environment
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as being stationary since it is also influenced by other agents’ activ-
ities. This issue has triggered the wide adoption of the fundamental
paradigm known as centralized training with decentralized execution
(CTDE) [4, 6].

Our research is inspired by the understanding that effective
MADRL demands for coordinated environment exploration among
all the participating agents [7]. However, the common strategy for
agents to directly learn their local policies with restricted access to
local observations may fail to meet this requirement. Such lack of
observability can be mitigated with inter-agent communication that
allow agents to share instant messages and expand their environ-
ment knowledge. However, this will inevitably lead to increased
learning complexity, especially when agents are struggling to learn
how to communicate effectively and how tomaximize their expected
long-term rewards at the same time.

In order to achieve coordinated environment exploration and
high sample efficiency, we propose a new framework known as
Centralized Training and Exploration with Decentralized execution
via policy Distillation (i.e., CTEDD) as an extension of CTDE to
promote global information sharing. Before building up their local
policies, agents first train their global policies to process full state
input through a shared global deep neural network (DNN). Such
global DNN paves the way for coordinated action sampling and
environment exploration. Specifically, with the help of a maximum-
entropy RL technique [2], all agents will learn to collectively decide
when to explore aggressively and when to focus on exploiting poli-
cies learned so far, nurturing balanced tradeoff between exploration
and exploitation.

Guided by CTEDD, we further propose to adopt the policy distil-
lation technique [8] to derive locally executable policies for every
agent from trained global policies, enabling parallel training of
local policies with flexible inter-agent communication capabilities.
A recently developed algorithm termed MADDPG [6] will serve as
the baseline algorithm in this paper. Building on MADDPG, we will
explore the key advantages of CTEDD over the prevalent approach
of learning agents’ local policies directly. Particularly, empirical
comparison with MADDPG confirms that CTEDD is more sample
efficient and effective, while guaranteeing decentralized execution
of the learned policies.

2 METHODS
Identical to MADDPG, our algorithm aims to learn locally exe-
cutable policies for each agent in a multi-agent system. However,
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instead of training these local policies directly, our algorithm real-
izes the idea of CTEDD by dividing policy training into two con-
secutive stages, i.e., the centralized training and exploration stage
and the policy distillation stage.

CTEDD first initializes and trains global policy networks and a
centralized Q-network. All networks receive full state input. We de-
sign the neural network architecture for the global policies {π̃i }Ni=1
to satisfy two key requirements: (1){π̃i }Ni=1 must support easy shar-
ing of full state information across all agents Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ N ); and
(2) the network must allow efficient policy training and local action
selection by individual agents. Driven by the two requirements, a
mixed network architecture involving both global and local com-
ponents has been developed, as illustrated in Figure 1. This design
significantly reduces the total number of trainable parameters in the
entire network structure. Building on this policy network design,
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Figure 1: The global policy network design with mixed
global and local components.

we decide to train the policy parameters in the shared global DNN
in Figure 1 via DDPG [5]. Similar to MADDPG, for stable learning,
CTEDD makes use of the target networks for the global DNN in
Figure 1 as well as the Q-network.

In order to train the policy parameters {ωi }Ni=1 associated with
the local components in Figure 1, we keep track of the most recently
collected environment samples since the last learning iteration in
a batch B. Policy gradients can be subsequently estimated based
on B. Specifically, aimed at promoting effective and coordinated
environment exploration, maximum-entropy DRL techniques will
be employed by CTEDD to train {ωi }

N
i=1 along the direction below:

∆ωi ∝
1

∥B∥

∑
B

∇ωi log π̃i (st , {a
t
j }

N
j=1)Q

π̃ (st , {a
t
j }

N
j=1)

+ α
∑
B

∇ωiH({π̃j (st , ·)}
N
j=1)

, (1)

where α is the entropy regularization factor and H({π̃j (st , ·)}
N
j=1)

is the Shannon entropy for action sampling across all agents. More-
over ∇ωi log π̃i (st , {atj }

N
j=1) can be simplified to ∇ωi log π̃i (st ,ati )

and∇ωiH({π̃j (st , ·)}
N
j=1) can be simplified to∇ωiH(π̃i (st , ·)), since

ωi only affects local action selection by agent Ai .
To fulfill the learning goal, the second stage of CTEDD builds

locally executable policies for every agent from the trained global
policies. The network design of the local policies and the commu-
nication channels that connect agents’ local policies together have
been depicted in Figure 2. As shown, the local policy networks
{π̂θ ′

i
}Ni=1 consist of two successive parts. Part 1 is responsible for

message generation based on agents’ local observations. Part 2
produces the final action output based on all messages received.
We order all state samples chronologically according to when they
were sampled. State samples obtained at earlier times will be used
first to train local policies, followed by samples collected at later
times. For every batch of samples B just retrieved from the buffer,
the policy parameters {θ ′i }

N
i=1 of all local policies will be trained

for a few iterations to minimize the loss LD defined in (2) below:

LD =
1

∥B∥

∑
B

N∑
i=1

πθi (st ) − π̂θ ′
i
(oi (st ), {mj,i }

N
j=1)

2
2
. (2)

This process will continue until all samples in the buffer have been
consumed.
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Figure 2: The local policy network design.

3 EXPERIMENTS
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(a) Push Forward
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(b) Predator and Prey

Figure 3: The performance of CTEDD-G, CTEDD-1, CTEDD-
3, MADDPG-1 and MADDPG-3 on two environments.

Experiments have been performed on several benchmarks1. Fig-
ure 3 presents some results that confirm that global policies (CTEDD-
G) trained by CTEDD can outperform locally distilled policies
(CTEDD-1 and CTEDD-3 with 1-bit and 3-bit communication chan-
nels, respectively), which clearly outperform local policies trained
via MADDPG. CTEDD is also more sample efficient than MADDPG.

4 CONCLUSION
Effective DRL in complex multi-agent systems demand for highly
coordinated environment exploration among all learning agents.
This notion drove us to propose a new CTEDD framework to pro-
mote easy and effective sharing of global information. Our idea was
realized by applying DDPG to training global policies approximated
as DNNs with mixed local and global components. Meanwhile, a
policy distillation technique was adopted by us to derive locally
executable policies for each agent from well-trained global policies
in a highly sample efficient manner.

1For more information, please check https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.09152
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